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Acoustic Surface Wave Probing of Ceramics
Abstract

We have developed a low frequency theory for scattering from surface cracks. For the case of halfpenny
shaped surface cracks, we are able to relate the reflection coefficient of a Rayleigh wave incident on the crack
with the crack size as well as the fracture stress of a sample with the crack in it. Comparisons of the theoretical
predictions for the fracture stress with the actual fracture stresses for silicon nitride samples containing cracks
with estimated radii ranging from 51 μm to 274 μm show excellent agreement, with less than 16% error. A
qualitative study in the high frequency regime of the reflected echos from surface cracks in silicon nitride
turbine blades has also been made.
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ACOUSTIC SURFACE WAVE PROBING OF CERAMICS

J. Tien, B. Khuri-Yakub, and G. S. Kino

Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

ABSTRACT
We have developed a low frequency theory for scattering from surface cracks. For the case of halfpenny shaped surface cracks, we are able to relate the reflection coefficient of a Rayleigh wave incident
on the crack with the crack size as well as the fracture stress of a sample with the crack in it. Comparisons of the theoretical predictions for the fracture stress with the actual fracture stresses for silicon
nitride samples containing cracks with estimated radii ranging from 51 ~m to 274 ~m show excellent
agreement, with less than 16% error. A qualitative study in the high frequency regime of the reflected
echos from surface cracks in silicon nitride turbine blades has also been made.
INTRODUCTION

fields in the neighborhood of a circular volume
crack. This, in fact, is not an entirely adequate
assumption because the stresses are changed near
the surface for a semi-circular crack, and the
stress intensity factor tends to be higher near the
surface of a material than in its interior. Furthermore, the Rayleigh wave fields are not uniform
across the plane of the crack, but rather, fall off
with depth into the sample. We will take these
modifications into account in a later part of our
theory. Lastly, we will discuss briefly the effect
on the results should the crack be semi-elliptical
rather than semi-circular.

Our aim in this work has been to establish
qualitative and quantitative procedures for identifying cracks in the surface of structural ceramics.
The basic technique we have been employing is to
excite a Rayleigh wave on the surface of the ceramic and observe reflections of the acoustic surface wave from the crack. Accordingly, we have
developed techniques for exciting acoustic waves
in the low frequency range below 10 MHz and
another range of experimental methods for exciting
3Coustic waves at frequencies above 50 MHz . As
Ne are interested in cracks ranging in size from
~5 ~m
upwards and the wavelengths at 10 MHz and
30 MHz are typically 600 ~m and 120 ~m , resJectively, both these low and high frequency techliques are important.

Kino and Auld have worked out a general theory
of scattering from flaws.1,2 The situation considered is illustrated in Fig. 1. Transducer 1
transmits a signal with amplitude A1 . This signal is reflected off the flaw and the reflected
wave is received by transducer 2. The reflection
coefficient s21 is defined as the amplitude ratio
of the reflectea signal A2 , to the incident signal A, , at the terminals of the transducers and
is giv~n by the relation

Currently, most of the quantitative studies
tave been carried out in the low frequency regime
·ecause here we have been able to develop in detail
theory to associate our experimental measurements
ith not only the crack size but also with the
racture stress of a sample with a crack present.
uch an association can be made because the stress
ield due to a Rayleigh wave has a component of
)ngitudinal stress parallel to the surface for
~netration depths much less than an acoustic wave~ngth and consequently, the fields in the neighJrhood of a crack are distorted in the same way as
1ey would be for an applied static stress (i.e., a
!nding stress) where the acoustic wavelength is ,
tch larger than a typical crack dimension. It is
tus possible to establish a relation between the
·flection coefficient of the Rayleigh wave (which
can obtain via acoustic measurements) and the
ress intensity factor. Knowing the stress intenty factor then allows us to predict the fracture
ress of a sample when the crack is present.
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I
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\

Here, P1 is the input power to the transmitting
transducer, ui2) is the Rayleigh wave displacement field when the receivi9~)transducer is used
as the transmitter, and
is the applied
stress in the vicinity of Jthe flaw before the
flaw has been introduced. The integral here is
taken over the entire surface of the flaw, Sc .
When the same transducer is used to both transmit
and receive, we write s21 = s11 .
We will begin by considering the case of a
Rayleigh wave normally incident on 9 half-penny
shaped crack located in the x-y plane (Fig. 2).
The reflection coefficient then may be written as

a1\-

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS
The theory we describe here has its restri cms in that it requires- the depth to which the
1ck extends below the sample surface to be less
tn a tenth of the acoustic wavelength. This, how!r, implies that the signal reflected back from
! crack is very weak.
The simple theory we will
rin with is based on the idea that the fields in
neighborhood of a half-penny shaped surface
ck can be calculated by assuming that they are
torted in approximately the same way as the

=

J
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where now Llu 7 is the discontinuity in the Rayleigh
wave displacement field across the crack, and
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o~z

For a crack located on the central axis of the
beam, the loss term n can be written as

is the applied stress. The integral is taken
over just
the semi-circular area, S . To
evaluate the displacement discontinuity, ~uz , we
initially use ~he theory for a penny-shaped crack
of radius a . This gives the result
~u

z -

2
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-- I zz (na}1/2
E
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where nT is the transducer power loss in converting the input electrical signal to an acoustic
surface wave and no is a diffraction loss term.
For a crack a distance z from the transducer
located in the far field of the transducer, i.e.,
for z > w2/A. , n 0 may be expressed as

(3)

where ki = 2(a/n) 112 is the normalized mode I
stress intensity factor, E is Young's modulus,
v is Poisson's ratio, ,and r is the distance from
the center of the crack. Using Eq. (3) in Eq. (2)
and approximating the stress oz~ b~ its value at
the sample surface, namely
Oz~lsurf , we find
for the reflection coefficient

3_ jw (oz~l surf)2 a3

(1 - v2)

3

n0

=

More generally, an effective value for no can be
calculated by averaging the stress field over the
width of the transducer. The result is shown in
Fig. 3. We observe that for z > w2/A. (far field
region), the formula given for no in Eq. (7) is
. indeed accurate.

(4)

E

30

Note the cubic dependence of the reflection coefficient on the crack radius a . Evaluating
o~~lsurf in terms of the input power P1 gives
then for the modulus of s11
16n

2

3

fzna

(7)
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SURFACE WAVE DIFFRACTION LOSS

20

A. 2w(1 - v)

:

R

(5)
(dB)

In Eq. (5), fz isamaterial' s parameter tabulated
by Auld·;4 n 1s a loss term, A. is the acoustic
wavelength, and w is the width of the incident
beam. Typically, for a ceramic with a Poisson's
ratio v ~ 0.2 , fz ~ 0.4

10

TRANSDUCER I

Sc

Fig. 3.

Surface wave diffraction loss as a function
of the norma~ized distance from the transducer, A.z/w .

FLAW
We next modify the theory to take into account
scattering from the crack at an angle. We consider
the c_ase where the transmitting transducer 1 produces an acoustic wave incident on the crack at an
angle 6 with respect to the crack normal and the
receiving transducer 2 receives the reflected wave
at an angle -6 (Fig. 4A). A simplification of
this situation occurs when a single transducer is
used to both transmit and receive along a line at an
angle 6 with respect to the crack normal (Fig. 48).
This second configuration is of interest in considering backscatter from a crack at an arbitrary angle.
One problem, however, that we have encountered
experimentally when using the same transducer to
both transmit and receive is that spurious signals
are produced by the transducer which tend to interfere with the reflected signals received. This is
especially troublesome when the reflected signals
are very weak. In such situations, the first configuration (Fig. 4A) becomes useful as the receiving
transducer then receives only the acoustic wave
reflected off the crack and none of the spurious
signals produced by the transmitting transducer.

TRANSDUCER 2

Fig. 1.

A schematic of the geometry considered in
the derivation of the reflection coefficient, s 21 , for a flaw.

RAYLEIGH WAVE

X

Fig. 2.

y

Scattering geometry for Rayleigh wave normally incident on a half-penny shaped crack.
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where C is the crack circumference shown in Fig.
7. Due to the surface imaging forces, the stress
intensity factor is a function of the angle
taken to be the angle from the normal to the sample
surface passing through the crack center. To evaluate the angular dependence of Kr , we make use of
a theory by Smith, Emery, and Kobayash].6 Smith,
et al. considered the case of ·a half-penny shaped
crack in a plate of thickness 2c , to which a
bending stress was applied. The applied stress
then has a linear form given by

e'

TRANSMITTING
TRANSDUCER t
CRACK

RECEIVING
TRANSDUCER 2

A(l - y/c)
CRACK

(12)

where A is a constant, and y is the distance
from the surface of the substrate. The stress
intensity factor is consequently given by
(13)

TRANSMITTING

where l)J 0 (e) and 'h (e) were numerically evaluated by Smith et al. a~d are shown in Fig. 8.
Here, the function l)JQ(S) determines the increase
in the stress intensity factor n~ar the sample surface and the quantity -(a/c)l)J 1 (e) governs the
fall-off in the Rayleigh wave stress field with
depth. To evaluate the effective values for the
constants A and c for our case where the stress,
is due to the Rayleigh wave and not a bending stress
we determine the exact variation of the stress field
with depth y , following the work of Viktorov,7 and
make a linear approximation. The result for silicon nitride is shown in Fig. 9. Note that the
linear approximation follows the exact curve very
well for y/A < 0.1 . With tijis approximation, we
can find A and c in terms of the surface value
of the stress a 2 ~ and the slope of the linear
approximation. Evaluating Kr(e) , substituting
the results into Eq. (11), and using Eqs. (2) and
(10) then gives for the reflection coefficient

AND RECEIVING
TRANSDUCER

Fig. 4.

(A) Two-transducer configuration and (B)
single transducer configuration for scattering from the crack at an angle.

For each of these configurations, we find that
the reflection coefficients are given by
!s 21 i

R!G(e)l

two~transducer

RF(e)

single transmitting and receiving
(BB)
transducer

configuration (SA)

where

)l

!G(e
!F(e)

2

2

2 2 (1+v)
2
(cos e- v sin e) =---sin 26
2(2- v)

(9)

(14)

and R is defined in Eq. (5). Examples of the
angular variation of F(e) and IG(S)j for the case
of silicon nitride are shown in ~igs. 5 and 6.
~ote that neither F(e) nor !G(S)i vanish at

where H(2r.a!A) must be numerically evaluated and
is plotted in Fig. 10 for the c~e of silicon
nitride. Observe that there is a considerable
reduction in the scattering amplitude as the
value of the param$!ter 2rra!A in·creases. In view
of the linear approximation we have made, we normally would expect this theory to be accurate for
values of 2rra/A less than unity; however, we have
found that the theory does surprisingly well even
for much larger values of this parameter.

l = 90° .

We now discuss how imaging forces at the sur'ace, which affect the value of the stress inten.ity factor near the surface, and the variation
·ith depth of the Rayleigh wave stress fields can
e taken into account for the case of scattering
t normal incidence from a half-penny shaped crack.
gain, the reflection coefficient is given by Eq. 5
2). It has been shown by Budiansky and O'Connell
1at the surface integral given in Eq. (2) is rela~d to. the crack formation energy,
E , by

= (1/2)JD.u 2 a 2 ~dS

The theory by Smith et al. h@s also been u_sed
by us in collaboration with Resch to predict the
maximum measured stress intensity factor for semielliptical cracks, using a formulation very similar
to that already given. In the interests of brevity,
we will not go into the details of these results
here. Suffice it to say that the measured stress
intensity factor varies by a factor of 1.22 to .8
as the ratio of the minor to major axes varies from
1 to 0.1. Thus, the variation is somewhat larger
than that predicted by Budiansky and Rice. 9 On the
other hand, when considering surface cracks in
brittle materials such as ceramic~ or glasses, the
variation of the ratio of minor to major axes typically ranges only from 1.0 to 0.5, with the corresponding variation in the stress intensity factor
going from 1.22 to 1.05.

(10)

s

ternatively,

E may be written as
(11)
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Schematic of half-penny shaped crack
geometry.
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Angular variation of \G(8) \ , which determines the angular dependence of the reflection coefficient for the two-transducer
configuration, for the case of silicon
nitride.

Fig. 8.

Functions lJ!o(e) and 1J!1 (e) vs. 8 numer
ically evaluated by Smith, Emery, and
Kobayashi. 6
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Angular variation of F(e) , which determines the a"gular dependence of the reflection coefficient for the single transducer
configuration, for the case of silicon
nitride.
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Variation of stress field with depth in
both exact form and in linear approximation for the case of silicon nitride.

where
1. 22 ki

kiisurf

REDUCTION IN 5 11 DUE TO
NON-UNIFORM EXCITATION

and

Ibulk

=

1.22[2(a/rr) 112J

(16)

K C = 3.55 MPaiiTJ . 10 We then broke the

sample~ and measured the actual fracture stress.

The deviations between the predicted values and the
actual values of the fracture stress are shown in
the last column of Table I. In all cases, the error
in our measurements is less than 16%, with the
measurements on the smaller cracks having the best
accuracy, as anticipated.

CRACK

0.2

Fig. 11.

Reduction in js 11 ! due to surface imaging forces and depth variation in the
Rayleigh wave stress field for the case
of silicon nitride.
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. 5391

350

338.45

2

51

.4960

367

365

10 kg: 1

67

.6493

320

298.5

2

66

.6396

322.7

275.4

20 kg:

In our experiments, we used a wedge transducer
to excite a Rayleigh wave on the surfaces of the
samples as shown in Fig. 11. We carried out a
series of measurements on different sizes of cracks
using both the technique of direct backscatter to a
single transducer acting as both the transmitter
and ,receiver as well as the technique employing
two different transducers, one to transmit and the
other to receive. Our measurements were made at a
frequency of about 9 MHz , which corresponds to an
acoustic wavelength of about 650 ~m . The results
are shown in Table I. Note that the parameter
2rra/A is well within the range we expect our theory
to be accurate for the smaller 5 kg and 10 kg
cracks but is well out of this ran9e for the larger
20 kg cracks. From our estimates for the crack
radii, we were able to predict a value for the fracture stress cr~coust1c by using the relation
(15)
kiisurf
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TABLE 1
Acoustic Actua 1
2rra/A crF (MPa) crF (MPa)

5 kg: 1

QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS ON FLAT SURFACES

Acoustic
crF

Acoustic
a (~m)

Sample

We discuss here the quantitative measurements
we have made in the low frequency regime. The ceramic selected for this study was a commercial hotpressed silicon nitride (NC-132). Plate specimens
(7.6 x 2.6 x .64 em) were machined from an aspressed billet and the surfaces optically polished.
Cracks were introduced into each sample using a
Knoop hardness indentor by Evans at Berkeley and
Resch at Stanford.

CERAMIC~

Schematic of surface crack and experimental set up.

21ra1X

Fig. 10.

.f.

/jt'

%

3.3
. 54
6. 72
14.6

274

2.650

158.4

159.22

.52

2

262

2.539

159.7

179.13

12.17

3

255

2.470

164.2

189

15.1

We also made a preliminary study to determine
whether the cr~cks in our samples might be partially
closed. To do this, we app1ied a calibrated bending
stress to the sample while simultaneously measuring
the reflected signal from the crack. We found that
our estimate of the crack radius tended to increase
by about 10% from its unstressed value under the
application of a bending stress. We thus conclu~e
that the cracks in our sam~les were indeed partially
closed when the samples were in an unstressed state.
MEASUREMENTS ON TURBINE BLADE ROOTS
The silicon nitride turb1ne blades used in this
study were manufactured by Airesearch Manufacturing
Co. and provided to us by H. G. Graham from AFML.
A schematic of a turbine blade and the experimental
set-up is shown in Fig. 12. Our aim in this study
was to detect and locate cracks in the neck region
of the turbine blades. In Fig. 12, the LiNb0 3 transducer was used as both the transmitter and the
receiver. Experiments were carried out at both

64 MHz and 100 MHz. In our initial study, all six
turbine blades supplied to us gave indications that
either cracks or machining marks were present in
the neck region. In Fig. 13A, we show a picture
taken with an optical microscope of the neck region.
Here, the presence of machining marks with a periodicity of about 20 pm is clearly indicated. As
we expect the depth b of the machining marks to
be no greater than about 25 pm , we can determine
the reflection coefficient from these marks by
assuming A >> b and using a long wavelenqth
theory. Making assumptions regarding the stress
fields similar to those initially made in our
simple theory for the half-penny shaped crack
and approximating the geometry of a machining mark
by a long slit crack, we find that
b2
C(v)n 2
A
Here, n is again a loss term and C(v)
for silicon nitride.

(17)
~8.694

...

.....
100 fL m

Fig. 13.
Fig. 12.

Schematic of turbine blade and experimental set-up.

Optical microscope photogra~hs of turbine
blade neck (A) before and (B) after polishing.

~racks with radii smaller than
50 pm we find
can easily be detected with higher frequency transducers. In regard to our measurements on turbine
blades in this frequency regime, we are not yet
able to make a good quantitative estimate of the
crack size due to the presence of machining marks
and corners along the propagation path as well as
the complications of propagation along a curvi~
linear surface. To aid in quantifying our measure~
ments here, we thus propose to introduce in the
neck region of the blades half-penny shaped cracks
of known size using a Knoop hardness indentor. The
reflected signals from these known cracks can then
be used to calibrate the reflected signals from the
cracks originally present in the neck region. In
our future work, we aim to apply this calibration
technique as well as to extend our theory into the
high frequency regime.

To determine whether there were cracks present
under the machining marks, we had the neck region
of the blade polished and then re-did the acoustic
measurements. A picture of the neck region after
polishing is shown in Fig. 13B. The subsequent
acoustic study did indeed indicate the presence of
cracks in the blade neck regions. Examples of the
reflected echoes received in the presence and
absence of cracks are shown in Figs. 14A and 14B,
respectively.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the low frequency regime, we have found
that we can detect and size cracks on flat surfaces
down to crack radii of about 50 pm. From our
estimates of the crack dimensions, we are then able
to predict the fra~ture stress of a sample with a
crack in it to well within 16% of the actual value.
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Fig. 14.

Reflected e-choes observed in measurements
of turbine blades (A) in the presence
and {B) in the absence of a crack.
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